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Hazel Fern Armstrong

Furniture skeleton keys

Hazel’s Treasure Box

By Steph Jobes

When I was visiting my mom in May, she gave me

an old box of stuff that she had run across while

unpacking from her recent move to New

Hampshire. The contents of the box were items

that had been saved throughout the years by

various ancestors, beginning with my paternal 3rd

great grandmother, Rachel LeFever Moore. Her

stuff was then added to by my 2nd great grand-

aunt, Cornelia Moore, and then by my great

grandmother, Pearl Armstrong Weber, and then by

her sister, my great grand-aunt, Hazel Armstrong.

When Hazel died in 1968, the box of stuff went to

my dad.

Now, when I call it “stuff,” I am greatly

diminishing the value of these items. Think about

it: these things were important enough to the

owners to save, plus they were deemed important

enough to all who followed to also save. I’m sure,

through the years, the quantity was diminished bit

by bit, and distilled down to only the very most

important things. This box was a treasure chest! I

didn’t realize how much so until I started going

through its contents.

There were wills, documents for the sale of a

house, insurance-related documents, a social

Security card, a WWII military discharge letter,

obituaries,  newspaper clippings, myriad other

miscellaneous tidbits. There were receipts for

taxes paid on some property in Texas that I didn’t

know about. There was also quite a collection of

bank statements and canceled checks belonging

Hazel and her sister (my great grandmother) that

spanned a number of years when they lived

together. The more recent additions were provided

by Hazel, which included letters and documents

kept from her years as a school teacher.

The most exciting find for me was the original

pension certificate to Rachel for the service of her

husband, Thomas Moore, in the Civil War. It was

in this document that I was able to learn that

Thomas was a private in Company G of the 178th

Regiment Ohio Volunteers. The pension payment

to Rachel was to be eight dollars per month,

commencing on December 26, 1883. The attached

note is the notice of the increase of monthly

pension to twelve dollars per month, dated 1886.

In 2004, I sent in two requests for the Civil War

military records to NARA for two of my

ancestors, one of them being Thomas Moore. At

that time, I didn’t know any details, so they were

not able to provide any information. Now I have

enough information to make a second request, and

this time I know I’ll have the complete package on

Thomas!

The most interesting item in Hazel’s treasure box

was a collection of various keys. The keys varied

from a luggage key (complete with its

manufacturer tag), some that looked like mailbox

keys (they were numbered), small skeleton keys,

which probably went to furniture or jewelry boxes

(one even fit a non-family piece of furniture that I

own!), and a number of large skeleton keys, which

were probably door keys. There was even a tiny

padlock with its tiny skeleton key.
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Tiny padlock measuring 3/4"

wide and 1" long

This was found in the box of keys, and was

thought to be some sort of key, but upon

closer examination under magnification, it

was found to be something else. Do you

know what it is? It’s about 1-3/4" long.

See the answer on the following page.

Door skeleton keys

Luggage key

Several thoughts went through my mind as I

looked through all of these treasures. I wondered

why some of the items were saved. Did the various

keepers of the treasures wonder the same thing

throughout the years? Did they wonder if their

descendants would be looking at their things and

questioning their motives? Will my descendants

wonder the same about me? I have more than my

share of keepsakes, as my husband will attest,

stored in our all-too-full garage. Another thought

occurred to me: is saving this stuff a female trait?

It seems like the treasures in Hazel’s box were

lovingly kept and saved by the various women in

my past. I’ll have to remind my husband, that if

not for these women and their keepsakes, much

would not have been learned about our families.

Post script:

Eight and twelve dollars per month for pension

doesn’t sound like much. I decided to determine

how much these amounts would be in today’s

economy. Using the calculator on

measuringworth.com, the $8.00 per month in 1883

would be roughly worth $1,069.38 in 2008 using

the “unskilled wage” indicator; the $12.00 per

month in 1886 would be worth about $1,591.63 in

2008.

Now, let’s hear from some of the rest of you for next Lifeliner!
Get busy and write down some of those stories I know you have!

http://www.measuringworth.com/uscompare/

